to find out optimal arrangement of projects' schedule for satisfying the goal of each scenario are presented.
INTRODUCTION
From the end of 20 th century, organizations who improve their survivability by diversifying the range of business are increasing. The urban regeneration program becomes fascinating investment vehicle for construction companies, financial investors, and public investors. The urban regeneration program can be simplified as the demolition of existing deteriorated buildings and the construction of multiple new facilities. The success of investment projects that most of the finances required for projects are delivered by private capitals depends on whether expected profits can be secured or not. To maximize the profits of construction program, each project needs to be carefully planned considering the incomes and the expenses of the whole construction program. From the viewpoint of construction program, net values of investments for each project and incomes from those projects are fixed. Just only there's a differences between interest incomes and interest expenses that were influenced by time value of money and opportunity costs. Therefore, to maximize the profits of construction program, it is important to minimize the interest expenses occurred by financing, and to bring the revenue-generation point forward by minimizing the delivery time of construction program.
The objective of this study is to present the scheduling methodology of multiple construction projects to maximize the benefits of whole construction program. In other words, on a one time line, it is to find out the optimal combinations of individual project's scheduling that could minimize the financial costs and reduce delivery time.
SCHEDULING OF MULTIPLE PROJECTS
Previous studies about scheduling could be classified into the methods for scheduling to complete the project as fast as possible with restricted resources and the studies for TCTP(Time-Cost Trade-off Problem). These are looking for the best solution under the situations that program budgets are limited. However, if moving up to the planning phase of a project that the budgets or resources are not limited, a business scheme to maximize the profit or benefit should be considered too. In this point of view, interviews with experts (2 public owners and 3 developers) who manage construction program were conducted. And the results are as follows. 1) in comparison with construction project, construction program has higher uncertainties about cost and duration, therefore flexible scheduling of individual project upon stable financing plan is required. 2) to maximize the profits of construction program, it is required to minimize the financing costs and to bring the revenue-generation point forward by minimizing the delivery time of construction program. This study presents scheduling models to maximize benefits of construction program with three situations, pre-negotiation, post-negotiation, and selffunding, that can be occurred in the early phase of construction program.
SCHEDULING MODELS FOR MULTIPLE PROJECTS
Each model can be applied when monthly incomes and expenses are prepared such as Fig. 1 . Each model aims to find the optimal combination of projects' scheduling using monthly cumulative incomes, expenses, and profit. In general, lenders prefer to lend constant amount of money continuously during a certain period. Therefore before to proceed negotiation with bank, the borrower, program manager should smooth periodic maximum loan such as Fig. 2 so that the negotiation with bank could be successful.
Fig. 2 Smoothing periodic loan model for pre-negotiation
When the negotiation about financing between bank and borrower are finished, the amount of periodic loan is determined. As finances are secured, program manager should modify schedules of projects to minimize the duration of whole program within the range that negotiated periodic loan can bear. 
CONCLUSION
The next step of this study is to develop concept models presented in this proceeding minutely, to develop optimization algorithms for each model, and finally to implement computerized tool.
